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QUESTION 1

You just hired a new social media manager. You need to run a campaign on Instagram based on people who\\'ve
downloaded a tripwire on your company\\'s website. 

The new person need to be able to create audiences and conversion ads for the campaigns you are about to launch.
What roles should you give the new person? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Pixel Standard Access 

B. Pixel Event Manager 

C. Pixel Editor 

D. Pixel Moderator 

E. Pixel Ad Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

Once you create a Facebook pixel, you can share it with other people in your business. You can give other people
access to a Facebook pixel by adding them to either a specific ad account or by granting pixel access to individual
people. 

If someone is a part of your business, but doesn\\'t have access to an ad account that\\'s in your business, 

they\\'ll no longer be able to access pixels associated with that ad account. You\\'ll need to either add this 

person to your pixel, or add them to the ad account associated with the pixel you\\'d like them to be 

assigned to. If you want to view or edit a pixel, you\\'ll need to be added to a pixel or a specific ad account 

by a Business Manager Admin. 

You can also request access to the ad account associated with a pixel. 

There are currently only two roles within the pixel: 

Pixel Editor: Pixel Editors can view information about a pixel and make changes to the pixel. Pixel Editors 

can also create audiences and conversion ads with the pixel. 

Pixel Analyst: Pixel Analysts can only view information about a pixel. Pixel Analysts can\\'t edit the pixel, 

create audiences or conversion ads with the pixel. 

IMPORTANT: Even though Facebook uses "Pixel Editor" as a role in its website, within the tool you have 

two options to choose from: 

Standard Access 

Admin Access 
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QUESTION 2

Your client is interested in running a campaign for 1 month and then do a brand lift study. But, before proceeding with
the study, he/she would like to understand more about it. 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. People within the control group that will view your ads become part of the exposed group. 

B. People within the test group that will view your ads become part of the exposed group. 

C. The difference between the test group and the control group are analyzed to see the results of a brand lift study. 

D. The difference in response between the exposed group and the control group are analyzed for results of your brand
lift study. 

E. You can set up a brand lift study through your Business Manager. 

Correct Answer: BD 

You can ONLY set up a brand lift study through a Facebook Account Representative. 

Once a study is created, the campaign\\'s target audience is separated into a test group and a control group. 

The test group contains people eligible to see your ads, and the control group contains people who won\\'t 

see your ads. 

The people within the test group that actually see your ads become part of the exposed group. 
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The exposed group and control group are then polled, and the difference in responses between the 2 groups is
analyzed. 

 

QUESTION 3

You\\'ve recently installed the Facebook Pixel on a new website. You are not sure if the website is detecting your pixel
events correctly. 

What are some tools you can use to troubleshoot your pixel and make sure it\\'s collecting your events properly? 

Select 3 that apply. 

A. You should install the Facebook Pixel Helper chrome extension to verify your pixel event. 

B. You can test your events in the "Events Manager" under your Business Manager 

C. You should check your campaigns to see if they are showing events. 

D. You can track events and debug your pixel through Facebook\\'s Analytics dashboard 

E. You should install a second pixel and make sure it works properly 
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Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You talk with your client and realize you need to automate the integration of offline events to properly measure the
conversions. 

What options do you have to automate the sales at the store with Facebook campaigns? 

Choose ALL answers that apply. 

A. Use a Point Of Sale provider to integrate offline conversions. 

B. Use digital receipts instead of printed receipts to enable offline conversions. 

C. Use website conversions to integrate with offline conversions. 

D. Integrate your CRM system with your offline conversions. 

E. Collaborate with another Facebook Marketing Partner in order to measure offline conversions. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

There are some ways you can automate the influx of data coming from offline sales. 

The following options are currently available on Facebook\\'s platform: 

Use a Point Of Sale provider to integrate offline conversions. 

Use digital receipts instead of printed receipts to enable offline conversions. 

Integrate your CRM system with your offline conversions. 

Collaborate with another Facebook Marketing Partner to measure offline conversions. 

One of your customers has in-store, and online, high-end t-shirts retail stores in several cities throughout 

the east coast (specifically in Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco). 

In 4 months, the company is launching a new product line. They would like to cross-sell to their existing 

customer base and new potential customers that have similar characteristics as their current customers. 

As you upload the customer database directly from your client\\'s CRM, you realize the following: 

-30% of the customers are between 18-24 years old. 

-64% of the customers are between 25-34 years old. 

-6% of the customers are between 35-44 years old. 

-59% are women. 
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-41% are men. 

-66% are college educated and above. 

-78% are married. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client is posting 5 times a week, and they want you to promote each post as interaction ads, with a budget of $20
for each. 

Your community manager published a post with a big grammatical mistake, but already spent $5 on the campaign for
this post. 

Your client calls you complaining, and you immediately tell your community manager to fix the post and reactive the
campaign. 

What options does the community manager have in fixing this mistake? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. The community manager should select the boosted post, change the image and re-launch the campaign. 

B. The community manager needs to post a new image and create a new campaign with a $20 budget. 

C. The community manager should delete or hide the current boosted post. He/she should then post the new image and
add a new ad to the previous ad set with a $10 budget. 

D. The community manager should delete or hide the current boosted post. He/she should then post the new image and
add a new ad in the previous ad set. There is no need to change the budget. 

Correct Answer: D 

You are not able to make changes to a post (title, text or image) if you have boosted the post or invested money. In this
case, you will have to hide the other post and re-publish the new one with the corrections.You should promote the post
under the same ad set from the previous campaign. This will allow you not to modify anything at the ad set level and
only deactivate one ad and activate the new one. 
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